Neptune Magnet Mall opens in Bhandup

January 30th, 2012

The suburb of Bhandup witnessed the opening of Neptune Magnet Mall-- a retail venture of the Neptune Group. Strategically located on LBS Marg in Bhandup (West) on the central line, the mall was inaugurated by Ajay Piramal (Chairman, Piramal Group) and Nayan Bheda (Managing Director of Neptune group). Spread over an area of 10,56,000 sq ft, Neptune Magnet Mall is a one-stop-shop for Mumbaites being one of the first few malls in India to have 10 anchors. It is also the world's first mall to have two out of the top three retailers. With four themed atriums, Neptune Magnet Mall also has a 6-screen multiplex. Neptune also boasts of Mumbai's biggest two-level food court with a Family Entertainment Centre (FEC) of over 70,000 sq feet and two levels of dedicated parking. It is also the first mall in Mumbai to have a real ice skating rink in the FEC and Easy day hypermarket.

Nayan Bheda, MD of Neptune group, said, "We have tried to create a shopping destination that will give people the finest of shopping experiences. Neptune Magnet Mall has four huge atriums, giving the customers a perception of four malls being combined as one. The mall will soon change the landscape, peoplescape and shoppingscape of the city."

Susil S. Dungarwal, CEO Neptune Magnet Mall, said, "With Neptune Magnet Mall, the city will get several firsts including the first real ice skating rink. Our idea is to give people wholesome family shopping experience. Mumbaiites should gear up to experience shopping and entertainment like never before."
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